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Ritual is a science of precision. like any proper performance or game, 
ritual choreographs action to the beat and bounds of time, and it mani-
pulates symbols with rigorous rules of accounting. The calendar, the time-
piece, the tokens, the altars, the counts —to mathematics and the astral 
sciences are owed the rigor of ritual, one might say, and to ritual, one of 
the very meanings of these sciences. in this workshop, we will reflect upon 
the interdependence of ritual, mathematics, and astronomy, giving spe-
cial attention to the question of astronomical and computational practices 
unique to the context of ritual.
Building off of an exploratory workshop held on March 19–20, 2015 
(http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article794&lang=en), 
this conference will treat chinese, sanskrit, and latin sources for ritual 
mathematics running from ancient times to the modern day, pairing histo-
rians of science with cultural historians, anthropologists, and historians of 
religion to supply a pluricultural and pluridisciplinary lens through which 
to reflect upon the topic.
at the forefront of this conference is the matter of time —the calcula-
tion of liturgical calendars and the selection of propitious moments for 
ritual action therein. it is here where caricatures of “science” and “reli-
gion” collapse as we watch actors approach problems of a fundamentally 
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theological/occult nature with observation, data, mathematical proof, and 
evolving theories of nature. in the papers of Michio Yano and Philipp 
nothaFt, we see this pursuit play out in second-millennium sanskrit 
and latin sources, respectively, as concerns the scientific religious timing 
of sacrifice and resurrection. What was at stake in the timing of these 
events? how did those stakes inform the methods and rigor of the astral 
and mathematical sciences employed to this end? What relation did praxa 
in such cases bear to the doxa informed by those stakes? how did this 
change, and how was such change negotiated over the course of time?
The matter of science, liturgical calendars, and change brings us to the 
papers of Wu Yan and Béatrice DaViD, which explore the efforts of the 
twentieth-century chinese state’s top-down efforts to reconcile tradition 
and local festival calendars with Western “scientific” norms of moderni-
ty. The former will take us through how the KMt nationalist Party, at 
the turn of the century, sought to construct a chinese national identity 
by canonizing and harmonizing traditional festivals with the gregorian 
calendar, while the latter will explore how the communist Party, in turn, 
has attempted to enforce this globalized, hegemonic calendar onto eth-
nic minorities such as the sui. how do governments decide things like 
the exact date of confucius’ birth? how might their determinations differ 
from those of individual scholars and local communities? What resistance 
do such efforts meet from the latter, and how does that resistance play out 
vis-à-vis the paradoxical demands of plurinational nationalism?
The control of time, in this case, speaks directly to the control over space, 
which brings us, lastly, to the use of mathematics in the construction of 
ritual space. For sacrifice to be effective, it depends as much on the altar 
and implements of sacrifice than it does the selection of the right moment, 
and it is to this end that hideki teshiMa will take us through the arith-
metic/geometric prescriptions of altar-construction in the context of first-
millennium Vedic ritual manuals. coming to first-millennium china, 
we then move into the construction of space in the more abstract and as 
relates, specifically, to questions of proof. in the paper by Zhu Yiwen, we 
will explore how seventh-century writers treated classical prescriptions on 
the construction of mourning garments, bringing mathematical proof into 

http://www.cc.kyoto-su.ac.jp/~yanom/
https://www.asc.ox.ac.uk/person/2278
https://www.asc.ox.ac.uk/person/2278
http://www2.univ-paris8.fr/sociologie/?page_id=2025
http://researchmap.jp/read0135056/?lang=english
http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article147
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classical commentary, and ancient ritual into mathematical treatises. Be-
ginning with seventh-century commentary on target geometry, the joint 
paper of alan leVinoVitZ and Daniel MoRgan will furthermore 
examine mathematics of ritual archery contests in the centuries prior, dis-
cussing the metric of shooting came to inform the idea of testing in an 
astronomical and scholastic context. how do the mathematics of scienti-
fic altar, mourning garment, and target construction differ from those we 
might encounter in more abstract realms like astronomy? What relation to 
liturgical manuals and scholastic commentary bear to real world practice, 
and what, if anything, do measuring units tell us about such a divide? 
These are the topics and the questions that we will consider over the course 
of our two-day conference, at the heart of which, however, is one question 
of singular importance to the history of mathematics: how number-ma-
nipulation, as present in cultural practices as diverse as those examined 
here, may speak to the diversity of mathematical cultures within a given 
historical time and geographic place.

https://www.jmu.edu/philrel/people/faculty/levinovitz-alan.shtml
http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article1464
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tuesDaY, June 7, 2016

Morning session

9:30 – 11:00 
Alan Levinovitz (James Madison University, USA) & Daniel P. MorgAn 
(CNRS, SPHERE & SAW project, Paris):  

Virtue on trial: ritual archery competitions 

& astronomical testing in early China ➢
Commentator: Pascal Brioist (CNRS, CESR, Université de Tours)

Break

11:30 – 13:00 
YAno Michio (Kyoto Sangyo University, Japan):  

Astrology & rituals in India  

–with special references to the Muhūrtacintāmaṇi ➢
Commentator: Caterina guenzi (CEIAS, EHESS, Paris)

lunch Break

afternoon session

14:30 – 16:00 
Philipp nothAft (All Souls College, Oxford, England):  

Calendar reform in the fourteenth & fifteenth centuries:  

problems & perspectives ➢
Commentator: Matthieu Husson (CNRS, SYRTE, & SAW project, Paris)

https://www.jmu.edu/philrel/people/faculty/levinovitz-alan.shtml
http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article1464
http://www.cesr.cnrs.fr/chercheurs/pascal-brioist
http://www.cc.kyoto-su.ac.jp/~yanom/
http://ceias.ehess.fr/index.php?/membres/statutaires/917-caterina-guenzi
https://www.asc.ox.ac.uk/person/2278
http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article955
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WeDnesDaY, June 8, 2016

Morning session 

9:30 – 10:30 
zhu Yiwen (Sun Yatsen University, China, & SAW project):  

Commentaries on numbers of ritual through different 
mathematical knowledges in seventh century China ➢
Commentator: Béatrice L’hAriDon (CRCAO, Université Paris Diderot, Paris)

Break

11:30 – 13:00 
teshiMA hideki (Kyoto Bunkyo University, Japan):  

Vedic measure system & its application in the ritual field ➢
Commentators: hirose sho (Univ. Paris Diderot, SPHERE, & SAW project, Paris)  

& Agathe KeLLer (CNRS, SPHERE & SAW project, Paris)

lunch Break

afternoon session 

14:30 – 16:00 
Wu Yan (Inner Mongolia Normal University, China): 

The replacement of traditional ceremonies in the process  
of the movement for “Abolishing the traditional calendar 
& promoting the national calendar”:

focusing on the memorial day of the birth of Confucius ➢
Commentator: YAno Michio (Kyoto Sangyo University, Japan)

16:00 – 17:30
Béatrice DAviD (Université Paris 8, Paris):  

A preliminary investigation of the ritual use of the calendar 
& the oracular script of the Sui (Guizhou, Southwest China) ➢
Commentator: YAno Michio (Kyoto Sangyo University, Japan)

http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article147
http://www.crcao.fr/spip.php?article190
http://researchmap.jp/read0135056/?lang=english
http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article203
http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article108
http://www.cc.kyoto-su.ac.jp/~yanom/
http://www2.univ-paris8.fr/sociologie/?page_id=2025
http://www.cc.kyoto-su.ac.jp/~yanom/



